ABSTRACT Although classification-based approaches achieved remarkable performance in viewpoints estimation, they still have limitations and face the challenging viewpoints ambiguity problem. In this paper, we analyze this problem and give solutions: 1) we propose Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix (VDM) loss, which is a more suitable loss than the one-hot cross-entropy loss by tolerating the sub-optimal predictions and penalizing the wrong predictions on ambiguous viewpoints; and 2) we propose Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision (AHVS) method, which is able to restrain the network to pay closer attention to the features of ambiguous viewpoints. Training with VDM loss and AHVS, the model is endowed with strong representation ability to achieve significant improvements on viewpoints estimation. Extensive experiments are conducted and show the superiority of our approach. On the large Pascal3D+ dataset, we achieve the state-of-the-art results among all commonly used metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Viewpoints estimation from a single image is a long-standing problem in computer vision. Given a single RGB image containing the target object, the task is to estimate the rotation transformation R(ϕ; φ; ψ) between the camera and the object, where ϕ, φ and ψ represent azimuth, elevation and tilt respectively (or yaw, pitch, roll in the object coordinates system). Viewpoint estimation plays a particularly important role in various areas including mobile robotics, augmented reality, autonomous driving and so on. For instance, in the autonomous driving system, correctly detecting the orientation of vehicles can help the system to recognize the road condition and provide proper decisions. Viewpoint estimation has attracted continuous attention from researchers. An ideal solution should be able to deal with various objects in complex environmental conditions (poor lighting, severe whether, etc) and achieve the speed requirement for real-time tasks simultaneously.
Traditionally, viewpoint estimation was regarded as a geometric problem and can be solved with PnP algorithm [6] by building the correspondences between the 2D image and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rui-Jun Yan. the 3D object. However, these approaches are mostly ineffective when the objects are textured-less. Moreover, these PnP-based approaches rely heavily on 3D object models, which are usually unavailable for objects captured in the wild and also makes the approach hard to be extended to the category-level tasks. In recent years, the rise of deep learning [9] and the available of large datasets with viewpoint annotations [27] , [28] made it possible to train a deep neural network in end-to-end manner to directly estimate viewpoint from RGB images. Compared with PnP-based solutions, directly estimate viewpoints from images not only makes the approach get rid of limitations from 3D models but also provides faster inference speed to meet the real-time requirement. Some people [12] trained a regression model to directly predict continuous viewpoints, while others [2] , [3] , [21] instead trained a classifier to classify the input into a viewpoint bin. So far, the latter achieves better performance on large viewpoints datasets [28] . Though direct approaches have achieved tremendous successes in viewpoints estimation. However, they still suffer from the viewpoints ambiguity problem.
Viewpoints ambiguity problem has become one of the most challenging problems in this domain. It refers to that some distinct views (e.g. symmetric views) are hard to be distinguished for a certain object in the image. This problem is caused by the widely existed symmetric properties of the objects and will be aggravated in situations of poor lighting, severe weather, etc. Take the car in Fig. 1(a) for an example, the blur makes its front and back hard to be distinguished. The Fig. 1(d) shows the geometric similarity between different views. For the car, the front view is more similar to the back view than other views in terms of the shape. When two distinct views of an object own extremely similar geometric structure, the object appearance plays an important role in recognizing the viewpoint. However, it can be affected by environmental factors. Once the viewpoint clues from the appearance are weak, the ambiguity problem will appear. Further, when the task is extended to generic objects, the system needs to handle objects with various appearances and shapes in the same category, which greatly aggravates the problem. Existing approaches [2] , [3] , [12] , [21] suffered from this problem a lot. Szeto et al. [22] proposed a humanin-the-loop solution, which leveraged human-localized keypoints as the guidance to alleviate this problem. However, the demand of human's help during inference greatly limited its applications.
To solve the viewpoints ambiguity problem, based on the classification-based approach, we analyze the learned features via dimension reduction to find the cause of the problem. Further, we provide a strategy to solve the problem by guiding the network to pay closer attention on distinguishing the ambiguity-view features than the neighboring-view features. To achieve it, we propose solutions: I, Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix (VDM) loss, which is a more suitable loss than the cross-entropy loss for viewpoint estimation. II, Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision (AHVS), which is able to guide the model to focus more on the ambiguity-view features. Our approach endows the network with strong representation ability to distinguish the ambiguity views. We conduct comprehensive experiments to show the effectiveness of our approach. The feature visualization experiment shows that the model trained with the proposed VDM loss and AHVS can distinguish the ambiguous views well. Comparing with the baseline, our approach provides significant performance improvements. We evaluate our approach on several large datasets. On the large Pascal3D+ dataset, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
II. RELATED WORK
The viewpoints estimation approaches can be divided into indirect and direct approaches:
A. INDIRECT VIEWPOINTS ESTIMATION APPROACHES
Traditionally, viewpoints estimation was considered as a geometric problem and solved in a two-stage pipeline: i) features matching between 2D image and 3D object model, ii) geometric verification of the matched features via Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithms [6] . For instance, patch alignment-based approaches [10] estimated viewpoints by detecting discriminative patches from the image and matching them to 3D model. Viewpoints estimation of a specific textured rigid object with known 3D model has been tackled well by traditional approaches [1] , [17] , [19] , [24] , [26] . However, they can not handle texture-less objects. Also, when it is extended to a generic category of objects with evident appearance variations, their are far from satisfactory. Recently, CNNs-based approaches achieved high performance on viewpoints estimation. Pavlakos et al. [16] leveraged a deformable shape model to detect semantic keypoints from image to build the 2D-3D correspondences. This approach performs well on the Pascal3D+ dataset. Nevertheless, its category-specific output structure restricts the generalization across categories. Rad et al. [8] adopted the similar idea, while they detected eight corners of the 3D bounding box from 2D image to build the correspondences. However, these approaches rely heavily on 3D model information in training.
B. DIRECT VIEWPOINTS ESTIMATION APPROACHES
A large number of people leveraged CNN [11] to directly predict viewpoints to take the advantage of end-to-end training. Some people leveraged the model in regression manner.
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For instance, Mahendran et al. [12] trained CNN model to predict the quaternion of viewpoints. However, the performance is barely satisfactory. Contrast to regression-based approaches, classification-based approaches are more effective. Tulsiani et al. [3] built a category-dependent viewpoints classifier by designing an additional output layer for each category and training it with standard cross-entropy loss. Su et al. [21] adopted similar architecture while they trained on a large synthetic dataset using geometry weighted loss. They achieved remarkable performance on the Pascal3D+ dataset. Some other people adopted a mixture way to solve the problem. Mousavian et al. [2] first trained a classifier to obtain coarse viewpoints and then performed regression to calculate the bias. It achieved competitive performance. Massa et al. [2] gave a comparative analysis and ascribed the limitation of regression-based approaches to their poor representation ability for ambiguous viewpoints. Though classification-based approaches obtain superior performance, they still suffer from some challenging issues such as viewpoints ambiguity problem [22] , which restricts their performance a lot.
III. ANALYSIS
In this section, we first analyze the current leading classification-based viewpoints estimation approaches to find the real cause of the viewpoints ambiguity problem. Then, we propose our strategy to solve it.
We start from the CNN-based classification model. The classification-based viewpoints estimation approach is characterized by a class-dependent CNN with output layers for each category. All output layers share the same features of the former layer. The model is trained with Cross-Entropy (CE) loss. The classification process can be split into two stages (Eq. 1).
The first stage is feature embedding. Given an input X ∈ R m , all layers except for the last layer in the model are used to extract n-dimensional feature vector Q = [a1, a2, . . . , a n ] T ∈ R n from the input X. A sequence of convolutional layers and fully-connected layers are stacked to extract the features in a cascaded way: Q = F 1 (F 2 (· · F N (X))), where F i is the function of the i-th layer. This stage is actually a dimension reduction process, which embeds the data from high dimensional input space R m to low dimensional feature space R n . For instance, the VGG net maps a 244×244×3 image to a 4096-dimensional vector (R 150528 → R 4096 ). This stage is of crucial importance for the learning system. To a large extent, the success of deep neural networks is attributed to its powerful feature extraction ability.
The second stage is classification. This stage only contains the last layer, which is utilized to calculate the probabilities
∈ R c for discrete viewpoint bins according to features Q. The probabilities P = H(W · Q + B), where W , B are parameters of the output layer and H is the activation function which is followed by a softmax function to ensure the output is a probability distribution. The dimension of P depends on the number of viewpoint bins c. The large c brings higher numerical precision accompanied with more challenging classification task, and vice versa. The prediction V is obtained by the argmax operator to select the bin with the maximum probability. Considering the fact that H is a monotone nondecreasing function, the output layer is essentially a linear classifier (Eq. 2).
where * i represents the i-th value in * .
Since V is obtained from a simple linear classifier, the performance depends on the feature Q to a great extent. The misclassification of ambiguous views suggests that these features are hard to be distinguished in the feature space. To verify it, we conduct a feature visualization experiment: We first trained a viewpoint classifier using the widely used cross-entropy loss; Then, we removed the output layer to extract the features Q ∈ R 4096 and further visualized them by employing the T-SNE algorithm (R 4096 → R 2 ). Experimental details can be found in Sec. V-B. The result verifies our hypothesis. See the Fig. 2 (a), considerable features from ambiguous views (view1-view5, view2-view6, view3-view7, view4-view8) locate close with each other. The linear classifier of the output layer is hard to handle these cluttered features well.
From the feature visualization, we find the root cause of the ambiguity viewpoints problem is that features F G and the corresponding ambiguous-views features F A are mixed and hard to be distinguished. So, the crux to solve this problem is to guide the network to learn to embed ambiguous-views features F A far from F G in the feature space. In this way, the last layer can correctly classify them.
Then, we analyze the training process to find the solution. The parameters in the network are updated from the last layer back to the first layer (Eq. 3) using the back-propagation algorithm [14] . For the i-th layer's parameter θ i , at each step, it will be adjusted following the minus gradient direction to minimize the loss (Eq. 4). Ideally, minimizing L can compel the network to embed all features of different classes into distinct areas to ease the following classification process. Given the feature F G , in the feature space ( Fig. 3) , two types of features are hard to be distinguished: I. ambiguous-views features F A ; II. neighboring-views features F N . For classification-based approaches, all features are treated equally, so the model is trained to distinguish F G from F A and F N without preference.
FIGURE 2. We visualize the feature learned by network via T-SNE dimensional reduction (better see in color). We trained VGG16-based viewpoint classifiers on the Pascal3D+ dataset. After training, we use the model to extract features from the car-category samples and visualize them using T-SNE. In (a), the model is trained using the standard cross-entropy loss. It is easy to find that considerable features from ambiguous views locate closely with each other. In (b), the model is trained using the proposed viewpoint discernibility matrix loss, auxiliary hierarchical viewpoints supervision and cross bins. 
where L is the loss, λ is the learning rate and θ i is the parameters of the i-th layer which mainly includes weights ω and bias b.
However, the misclassifications on F A and F N can yield opposite results. For the classifier, recognizing features F G as F A (i.e. outputting the ambiguous viewpoint) leads to a failed estimation due to the large bias from the ground-truth viewpoint. However, recognizing features F G as F N (i.e. outputting the neighboring viewpoint) can still provide an acceptable result because small bias is allowed for viewpoint estimation. Concretely, the widely used metric Acc π/6 tolerates an estimate with an error smaller than π/6. When the number of bins c is large (e.g. 180), a lot of sub-optimal estimations can be accepted. For viewpoint estimation, overemphasizing the pursuit of smallest error is meaningless because the label itself contains noises especially for the cases in the wild. Since wrong predictions on ambiguous viewpoints and neighboring viewpoints lead to completely opposite effect, the model should treat them differently. If the model could pay closer attention to the ambiguous feature F G (distinguishing F A from F G ) and pay less attention to the neighboring feature F N (tolerating those acceptable F N near F G ), the evident performance improvement is supposed to be made. From this point, we propose the Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix loss and Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision to solve the problem.
IV. METHODS A. CROSS-ENTROPY LOSS
We first revisit the Cross-Entropy (CE) loss. For simplicity, we consider the CE loss for a single angle type τ ∈ {ϕ; φ; ψ} and a single category (see fomula 5).
where s is the number of samples, c is the number of bins,ỹ i,b and y i,b represent the output probability and the ground-truth probability respectively on the b-th bin for the i-th sample.
b g ∈ {1, . . . , c} is the ground-truth bin. Obviously, L CE τ is only related to the output on b g . Once the wrong prediction occurs, the loss will rectify the network according to the valueỹ i,b g regardless of outputs of other bins. Predictions close to the ground truth with a small bias will be regarded as wrong and the loss will induce the network to suppress them. However, these predictions are acceptable for viewpoints estimation. What's worse, the loss impels the network to spend lots of efforts to distinguish the feature F G from F N rather than from F A since F N is more than F N usually. So, the one-hot cross-entropy loss is unable to solve the ambiguous viewpoints problem.
An intuitive solution is splitting the viewpoints space into fewer bins according to the metric to decrease the occurrence of the sub-optimal acceptable outputs. Take the metric Acc π/6 as an example, splitting [0, 2π) to 12 bins ensures only one correct bin remains. The large bin size also ensures F N farther from F G . However, it brings inferior performance in practice and such 12-bins splitting just gives us a result with precision of π/6.
B. VIEWPOINT DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX
We aim to guide the network to pay closer attention to the wrong predictions of ambiguous viewpoints rather than those of acceptable neighboring viewpoints. To achieve it, we introduce Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix VDM in the back-propagation process (Eq. 6).
The VDM is a c × c matrix, where c is the number of viewpoints bins. The element a jk ∈ VDM is used to strengthen or weaken the parameter rectification according to the output probability on the k-th viewpoint bin for a sample with the ground-truth viewpoint j. The sign and value of a jk depends on the type of viewpoints i and j (ambiguous viewpoints, neighboring viewpoints or others).
VDM is constructed using the geometric similarity matrix S as Eq. 7. The S shows the geometric similarity of the object in different views. The higher value of the element s jk ∈ S, 0 ≤ s jk ≤ 1 represents the higher similarity for views j and k regarding the target object. An example of a binary S is shown in Fig 1(d) .
where G is a sign function, which acts on the elements of S to indicate the relation of two viewpoints (Eq. 9), • is the Hadamard product.
For the geometric similarity matrix S, we note that it is hard to absolutely objectively evaluate the similarity of different views. However, since our target is to guide the model to distinguish the ambiguous viewpoints and neighboring viewpoints, we only need to focus on these viewpoints when designing S. Fig. 4 shows some design choices. The value s jk ∈ S varies with the distance between viewpoints i and j. The principle is keeping the similarity value of neighboring viewpoints and ambiguous viewpoints larger than others. First of all, for a certain viewpoint of an object, we need to find its ambiguous viewpoints by 1) the similarity of the object or 2) the feature visualization experiments. Second, we should set the range of neighboring viewpoints and ambiguous viewpoints. A simple way is set it according to the maximum tolerated bias in the metric. Finally, we need to choose a function (e.g. step/linear/exponential) to obtain the similarity values. Once S is determined, the VDM can be solved from Eq. 7.
C. VIEWPOINT DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX WITH CROSS-ENTROPY LOSS
Using the VDM, we can reform the cross-entropy loss to the VDM loss L VDM according to Eq. 10. The Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the VDM loss and the CE loss. For VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The loss value with respect to the prediction bias θ . For simplicity, the output of network is a distribution with a single large value p (0.5 < p < 1). We control the bias θ between the prediction (Pred) and the ground truth BIN G , and show the loss value using radius. The longer radius means the more severe punishment the loss provides. α, β, γ refer to the bin size, the range of acceptable neighboring viewpoints and the range of ambiguous viewpoints respectively. one thing, VDM introduces positive weights for the bins near the ground-truth viewpoints to encourage the model to assign high probabilities for them. It makes the model not only tolerate small deviations from the ground truth but also pay less attention to the neighboring bins which can be accepted. For the other thing, the VDM introduce negative weights surrounding the ambiguous bins to enforces the model to output small values and penalize the wrong predictions of ambiguous viewpoints strongly. Unlike other variants of one-hot cross-entropy loss such as focal loss [30] where a sample is either strengthened or weakened, ours VDM loss simultaneously strengthens and weakens the different parts of output for a sample.
Our VDM loss can help the network to tolerate sup-optimal predictions while severely punish ambiguous viewpoints predictions. Also, it is worth noting that directly introducing minus weights to ambiguous bins may bring the risk of divergence or overflow during training. To stabilize training, it is important to limit the value range (using ) during training.
where
T is the output of the model. is set to avoid numeric overflow. For a sample with the ground-truth viewpoint bin b g and use the matrix VDM in Fig. 4 .the L VDM can be abbreviated to Eq. 11 (12) where t depends on the number of non-zero elements in VDM, b gt is the ground-truth bin, b amb is the ambiguous-view bin, p i is the i-th value of the output P and is set to avoid numeric overflow.
D. AUXILIARY HIERARCHICAL VIEWPOINTS SUPERVISION
In this section, we propose Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision (AHVS) to induce the model to pay closer attention to the ambiguous viewpoints features F A . Intuitively, splitting the viewpoint space into less bins can decrease the number of the acceptable neighboring bins (some neighboring features F N are merged into F G ), which is helpful to guide the model to focus more on the ambiguous viewpoints. For simplicity, we consider an angle φ in the viewpoints. Given a sample with the ground-truth viewpoint φ G , the range of the acceptable high-similarity neighboring viewpoints is N and the range of the ambiguous viewpoints is A . For a N -bins classifier, if the bin size 2π N > N , all the neighboring viewpoints in N are merged into the ground-truth bin BIN G (Fig 6(a) ). In this case, the model mainly focus on classifying the ambiguous viewpoints. With N increases, partial neighboring viewpoints
N locate outside the ground-truth bin and are treated as different categories (Fig 6(b) ). Then, the model needs to distinguish these acceptable neighboring viewpoints during training. The more the model focuses on these acceptable neighboring viewpoints, the less the model focuses on the ambiguous viewpoints. We introduce Ambiguous Viewpoints Factor (AVF) to measure how much the model spend on the ambiguous viewpoints (Eq. 13).
AVF reveals the ratio of the ambiguous viewpoints to the neighboring viewpoints outside the ground-truth bin. If the number of bins is large, the classifier mainly concentrates to distinguishing neighboring bins. In this situation, ambiguous views problem remains(see Figure 6 ). When the bins become less, the CNN will pay more attention on ambiguous viewpoints. However, to perform high-precision viewpoints estimation, we need to split viewpoints space into a great number of bins. Thus, traditional classification-based approaches have to make a trade-off between AVF and precision. Some others attempt to avoid this problem by combining classification with regression. Mousavian et al. [2] adopted a coarse-to-fine method that leveraged a viewpoints classifier to acquire coarse target range and then trained a regressor to get the final prediction. However, their performance is limited. The crux of this problem lies in the difficulty of a single output layer to give thorough consideration to both AVF and precision.
To solve this dilemma, we claim that a promising solution is to joint low-precision but high-AVF viewpoints estimation layer and high-precision estimation layer in one network. The former imposes the restriction on the network to concentrate on ambiguous viewpoints while the latter compels network to output high-precision predictions. Thus the synergism of these tasks assures network to predict accurate viewpoints in situations with the viewpoints ambiguity problem. From this insight, we propose Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision method. It leverages a series of low-precision viewpoints estimation tasks to deal with the viewpoints ambiguity problem.
In implementation, we construct a series of low-precision tasks T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T m } in addition to high-precision task T . Then, we build an output layer for each task and connect all output layers to the last feature layer (see Figure 7) . Finally, we joint all tasks to train the network in multi-task manner. The loss function of Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision is set as Formula 14:
where is for the main task T , m is the number of auxiliary tasks in T, i corresponds to each auxiliary task T i and γ i is the weight. During inference, all auxiliary layers will be removed. Since the network has obtained the ability to distinguish ambiguous views, the remained high-precision output layer will predict an accurate estimation. Note that γ i should not be set too large to make auxiliary tasks dominate the training.
E. CROSS BINS
Splitting the viewpoints space into a series of bins is an essential step in the classification-based viewpoints estimation. A common way is to equally split the range [0, 2π) into Considering the fact that the viewpoints distribution is non-uniform in usual, the way to split bins affects training result (see Table 1 ). To avoid the pitfall in viewpoints space discretization process, we propose to use both canonical bins and cross bins in the output layer for training. During inference, we only keep the one with higher training accuracy in the output layer. The loss with cross bins can be written as:
where m is the number of auxiliary tasks, γ i andγ i are the weights, i and˜ i are tasks on the canonical bins and cross bins respectively.
F. THE COMPLEXITY OF OUR APPROACH
We choose the model trained with standard cross-entropy loss as the baseline. Since our methods only take effect on training, the complexity in test phase is same with baseline. In the backward propagation, we gather gradients from all output layers in the last feature layer. In this way, the increment of complexity for auxiliary layers and loss computation is limited.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
Extensive experiments are conducted on three commonly used datasets: Pascal3D+ [28] , ObjectNet3D [27] and KITTI [7] . The Pascal3D+ dataset is the de facto standard benchmark for the viewpoints estimation in the wild. It contains 12 common categories of Pascal VOC2012 [5] and ImageNet [4] . Same with other methods, we evaluate the model on the non-occluded and non-truncated objects in the VOLUME 7, 2019 Pascal-val part and training using others. The ObjectNet3D dataset is used to verify the generalization ability of our approaches. We split it in the same way as [23] .
For metrics, we use Acc π/6 (accuracy at π/6), Acc π/18 and MedErr (median error) for evaluation. Acc π/6 measures the fraction of predictions with less than π/6 geodesic distance (Eq. 16) to the target.
Most works calculate Acc π/6 via averaging on classes (Eq. 17). We also adopt this metric. However, some classes have less than one hundred test samples, so their Acc π/6 (class mean) can be affected easily by random factors in training. Therefore, we also introduce another Acc π/6 (instance mean) that averages on samples (Eq. 18). Accordingly, we define MedErr (instance mean) as Eq. 19 .
Acc
(17) (19) where N c is the number of classes, N s i is the number of samples in the i-th class and N s is total number of samples.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We first introduce the way to select ambiguous viewpoints. As mentioned in Sec. IV-B, the ambiguous viewpoints can be obtained via the symmetric property of the object or the feature visualization experiment. We found that the symmetric viewpoints are the most confusing viewpoints for most objects in datasets. Though in some rare cases, other viewpoints also bring ambiguities (e.g. the viewpoints with bias 90 • for square tables). However, we focus on category-level estimation, so we choose the symmetric viewpoints because it is shared by all objects for a certain category. Given an image with viewpoints
For the VDM loss, the range of neighboring viewpoints and ambiguous viewpoints is selected according to the metric (e.g. [−π/6, π/6] for the metric Acc π/6 ). The maximum value in VDM matrix is set as 0.5. We set in Eq. 10 in the principle that the contributions from the ambiguous viewpoints to the batch loss should be smaller than 5. For the Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision, we set γ i = 0.2 in our experiments. We employed Vgg16Net [20] with batch normalization as the backbone network. In the category-specific task, we employ an output layer for each category. And in the category-agnostic task, we use identical output layer for all categories. During training, the batch size is 32. We use the pre-trained model on ImageNet dataset to initialize parameters and use Stochastic Gradient Descent with momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005. The base learning rate is 0.01 with a decay of 10 times after convergence.
For the T-SNE feature visualization experiment in Sec III, the baseline model in Fig 2(a) is trained with one-hot crossentropy loss, and the model in Fig 2(b) is trained with our VDM loss and Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision. Both of the models use Vgg16Net with batch normalization. During training, both of them use the pre-trained model on ImageNet dataset to initialize parameters and use Stochastic Gradient Descent for optimization.
C. VIEWPOINT DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX LOSS
Here, we evaluate the VDM loss. The experiments are conducted without Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision.
Our VDM loss introduces the positive weights to the neighboring viewpoints and negative weights to the ambiguous viewpoints. Here, we evaluate the contribution of each part on the Pascal3D+ dataset. The positive part of the VDM matrix tolerates the acceptable neighboring viewpoint, while the negative part panelizes the wrong predictions on the ambiguous viewpoints. We first test the positive parts and then introduce the negative parts to the loss. See the Table 2 , there are consecutive increments on Acc * (larger is better) and decrements on MedErr(smaller is better), which verifies the effectiveness of our approach. Compared with one-hot vector loss, our VDM loss increases Acc π/18 by 15.2 percentage, increases Acc π/6 by 4 percentage and decrease MedErr nearly by 2.6 degrees, which are huge improvements. In the Table 2 , introducing the negative weights seems bring little gain. However, when we test the models on KITTI dataset (see Table 3 ), it brings evident improvements. The number of failures whose error larger than 150 • decreases from 1350 to 959, showing the positive effect of ambiguous viewpoints suppression.
TABLE 4.
Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Pascal3D+ (our model adopts Vgg16Net as backbone). Acc π/6 : Higher is better, MedErr: Lower is better. ''Our AHVS&VDM'' means using both Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision and Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix loss. * uses ResNet, which owns more powerful representation ability than VggNet we use. † needs object 3D model information during training. ‡ needs human help at runtime. § uses around 2 million rendered images for training.
1) GENERALIZATION ABILITY
We evaluate the generalization ability of viewpoints classifier with VDM loss by training the category-agnostic classifier on Pascal3D+ but test it on common categories on ObjectNet3D. The results are shown in Table 6 . On Acc π/6 , both of them obtained super high accuracy due to the simple samples of ObjectNet3D. However, on Acc π/18 , the one-hot vector loss failed while our VDM loss can still provide a highly accurate estimation.
2) EVALUATION ON REAL DETECTIONS
We compare the VDM loss with one-hot vector loss using bounding boxes provided from Faster RCNN [25] instead of the ground truth. To avoid the influence of the detection accuracy, we ignore those boxes without viewpoints annotations. We use accuracy-threshold curves for a comprehensive comparison (See Figure 8) . Our VDM loss solidly provides significant improvements than baseline for various tolerant thresholds.
3) ABLATION STUDY
We explore the influence of bins number and shapes in the VDM loss. The results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . For different bins, 90 and 180 achieve the best performance. For shapes, triangle obtains the best performance. 
D. AUXILIARY HIERARCHICAL VIEWPOINTS SUPERVISION
Here, we evaluate the Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision (AHVS). The experiments are conducted without VDM loss. We find one auxiliary task with 12-bins canonical-bins output layer with the corresponding cross-bins output layer is enough to provide significant improvements. The result is shown in Table 9 . Our AHVS brings evident improvements compared with baseline. We also evaluate the influence of γ i (see Table 9 ). γ i should not be set too large to make auxiliary tasks dominate the training. 
E. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
We compare our methods with the state-of-the-art methods in Table 4 . Our approaches outperforms them with a large margin in all metrics. It is noticeable that our methods surpass approaches of Zhou et al. [23] and Grabner et al. [8] , which both leverage PnP algorithm and need 3D object model information during training. Compared with Zhou et al, our approach outperforms theirs on almost all categories. Su et al. [21] leveraged 2 million rendered images for training, which is orders of magnitude larger than the training images we use. However, our methods still outperform them firmly. Though Grabner et al. [8] acquired ordinary performance in VGG network, as far as we know, they obtained current state-of-the-art Acc * using ResNet. However, our results in VGG are still superior to theirs. We also implement our approach using ResNet and compare with them in Table 5 . Our approach obtains superior results in all metrics.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix loss and Auxiliary Hierarchical Viewpoints Supervision for monocular viewpoints estimation in the wild. Our approach focuses on viewpoints ambiguity problems and handles viewpoints properties of tolerating small bias. Extensive experiments show the superiority of our approach. Compared with current state-of-the-art methods, our approach outperforms them in all metrics with a large margin. For Viewpoint Discernibility Matrix loss, one future direction is to endow the vector the ability to automatically change themselves according to the task. For the future, we expect our method to be applied to other domains and to give people new thoughts to design loss.
